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Hope everyone’s harvest is going well meaning no breakdowns, fires, or
weather delays. Sounds like hot dry summer ahead. Timely scattered
showers this week should help the corn, milo, beans, and hay. Just be safe
while doing all those summer related activities.
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Please Join Us February 1-2, 2022, at the Capitol Plaza Hotel and State Capitol
Building for Our 71st SAKW Annual Meeting.

We welcome new board members Isaac Aberson, Becca Wyatt, and Don Hook to the SAKW Board
of Directors. Isaac is the Assistant Manager for Pawnee WJD #81, Becca is the Assistant Manager
for HorseThief Reservoir, and Don is President for Salt Creek WJD #104. SAKW wants to also
recognize and extend our appreciation for the months and years of service to SAKW from Teresa
Gerard and Josh Hobbs.
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Message from the Executive Director
If making my daily trip to the downtown Chapman Post Office is any indication, we must be nearly back to
normal. There are very few if any masks being worn these days. Off to a hot dry summer that anyone our age
can remember and we never even heard of climate change. All we hear is how well we can improve our
treatment of planet earth and things will get better for all of us: affordable electric cars, trucks, and tractors;
solar powered drones carrying a thousand travelers; solar powered cruise liners; and of course no oil to use
or fight over.
Back to reality for a few paragraphs worthy of being included in this newsletter.
The contract with Cook, Flatt, and Strobel is in the home stretch. I have not heard officially, but I imagine
the inspections are completed for the 277 PL-566 dams located in 16 watershed districts and the uploads to
DamWatch have been made. There are a few more reports being distributed to the proper watershed district
or NRCS office for their filing needs. Word has been received that NRCS wants to apply to extend this
current agreement on through the end of 2022 to inspect another third of the PL-566 dams. SAKW wants to
discuss this agreement extension at our earliest opportunity with potential contract changes to smooth out a
few bumps we heard about or witnessed. We may be able to just amend the current CFS contract for the
extended agreement and continue to march through another group of dams. Not another advertisement, bid
opening, or contractor selection.
SAKW knows that old worn out work plans need to be brought up to current standards including any
environmental or feasibility assessment determinations, but taking four years plus is a bit much. Okay we
will hear that because of Covid-19 the four years was really three. That would mean every employee of
NRCS was placed on paid furlough for 2020. I know that is not true, but moving the PL-566 proposal process
closer to the next level called design seems a way down the road. Watershed districts are not happy with
what is not going on as far as seeing a light at the end of the design tunnel. Politicians in DC have been
contacted so let’s see what more than Covid-19 is given as an NRCS reason for the delays.
Please stand by as SAKW works through the details of having US Repr. Tracey Mann attend a watershed
tour in Kansas. Our partnering state and federal agencies and watershed districts will help plan the tour.
What would be nice is if this tour was combined with Senator Moran’s conservation tour.
We still, along with the partnership, plan to conduct an O&M Worshop this fall. We have a planning meeting
scheduled and any involved watershed district as far as hosting a session or having one of your dams
inspected for training will be notified shortly thereafter.
Andrew Lyon, KDA/DOC Executive Director, Hakim Saadi, KDA/DOC Watershed Programs Manager, and
yours truly have a one hour jam session every month. No agenda no notes unless scratch notes to see how we
all are doing to improve the watershed programs in Kansas. One item Hakim and I have kicked around for
years is a program to introduce new board members to watershed district history, law, the State and Federal
programs, O&M responsibilities, and board meeting protacal. Making a YouTube type video covering each
of those topics and more that would be informative and entertaining is our goal. Not sure how this time
demand is going to work out, but the outcome sounds like an excellent “What does SAKW do for us?”
comeback.
Well it has happened again. State and local efforts to improve habitate to keep one of God’s creatures off the
Federal governments T&E listings has failed. The Lesser Prairie Chicken is now listed as Threatened and
Endangered. I have not seen a map of the affected counties, but I am sure more than one watershed district
will be impacted. I imagine climate change is in the decision making process somewhere.

A recent NWC sponsored webinar discussed how to be a better watershed board including those in
leadership roles. The following two pages outline those skills.

Board Member Toolkit
 Always show up
 What’s your leadership legacy?
 Get an early start on board materials
 Look forward, not back
 Continually review mission, vision, and plan
 Strategic thinking is a special responsibility
 Talk to new members
 Bring in a member - it sets the needed example
 Have your calendar with you
 Understand the plan for crises
 Figure out a filing system
 Board work doesn’t take a holiday
 Disagree at the board meeting, but present a united front
 Ask for staff research help early
 Rapid turnover of executives costs time and money
 Deal with the name game now
 Tune in to leading indicators
 Grow room for members
 Agree on what constitutes success
 Achievement flows from the team to the top
 Resist the temptation to micromanage
 Bottom line: Money really matters
 Be mindful of other people’s time as well as your own
 Ask for great volunteers
 Effect a wonderful transition
From Association Management Jan. 2002

Just an example of one of the inspection reports coming out of our agreement/contract through
NRCS. I would say this particular dam has several things to monitor and one item that will require
future repairs.

It is always good to hear from our partner engineering companies especially when familiar names
address positive happenings at the firm.

Planning is nearly complete for the next joint venture of the National Watershed Coalition and the
National Association of State Conservation Agencies Conference. This year’s conference will be in
Spokane, Washington on October 4-6, 2021 and held at the Centennial Hotel Spokane. Go to either
the NWC or NASCA websites for additional information. Hope to see a good delegation from
Kansas.

It was my pleasure to attend the 61st UBV Annual Meeting. I am especially proud that I was able to
attend their 10th Annual Meeting back in 1971 as a young SCS engineer.

Here is a 2 page KDA fact sheet that covers water use reporting from A to Z. Print it off and staple
it to your bulletin board. Enough said about that.

The following is an excerpt from a recent Upper Little Arkansas River WJD No. 95 board meeting
minutes. First we need to thank Dorothy for sending those minutes to me. It actually is part of Allen
Whorton’s Contracting Officer’s report.

“Jarred Green (KLA) and I met with Matt Mikulecky (USACE) on 2/11 in an effort to clarify what
is required by us and steps to be taken to expedite our applications. First of all, the watershed needs
to submit a LEAST ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGING PRACTICALITY ALTERNATIVE
(LEDPA) report explaining why it is necessary for the structure to retain a permanent pool of
water. (I remember the flow thru scenario we battled last time) Jarred will be working on this as a
stand-alone project. Matt will be complete his jurisdictional report.”

Just so happens, the jurisdictional report said due to only ephemeral streams impacted the Corps
requires no Section 404 permit. Has any other watershed district been involved with LEDPA
reports? Just think about all the Corps, State, City, Private, and Watershed District lakes in
Kansas. Let’s go back 70 years and start all over. A good chance most of those lakes would not be
present if LEDPA reports were needed.

Here go my LEDPA report possibilities:
1. Sediment storage as identified in past KWO reports
2. Aquatic habitat creation, still no mitigation credits
3. Incidental recreation, how many acres of permanent water does it take
4. Available storage for downstream release during dry times
5. Domestic water use, seems to be a permitting process in Kansas for this
6. Wildfire water source, also seen any dry hydrants installed
7. Send a Corps representative to the west or northeast and talk any elimination of water storage
8. Landowners not at all interested
9. Must be one of those Climate Change things

You give it a try and add to the list!

Events to Consider

SAKW Board Meeting, July 16, 2021 – Lacrosse
Kansas Water Congress Summer Meeting, August 16, 2021 – Garden City
Upper Little Arkansas River WJD No. 95 Annual Meeting, August 24, 2021 – Little River
Governor's Ag Summit, August 25-26, 2021 - Manhattan
Kansas Association for Floodplain Managers Conference, September 1-2, 2021 – Mulvane
SAKW Agency Report Meeting, September 17, 2021 - TBD
NWC/NASCA Conference, October 4-6, 2021 – Spokane, WA
Governor’s Water Conference, November, 17-18, 2021 – Manhattan
KACD 77th Annual Conference, November 21-23, 2021 - Wichita
SAKW 71st Annual Meeting, February 1-2, 2022 - Topeka

Please Join Us February 1-2, 2022, at the Capitol Plaza Hotel and State Capitol
Building for Our 71st SAKW Annual Meeting.

